ANTI-DECUBITUS PVC WATER MATTRESSES - MADE IN ITALY

• 28483 KIT MASTER (AIR MATTRESS 28492 + MASTER PUMP 28482)
• 28492 AIR MATTRESS WITH BUBBLES
Air mattress with bubble sections which inflate and deflate alternatively latitudinally through the alternative compressor. The continual movement given by the pressure pumped inside is useful to prevent minor bedsore problems.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS MATTRESS - 28492
- Total size: 190x85 cm
- Inflatable size: 160x85 cm
- PVC thickness: 0.4 mm
- Weight: 3 kg

• 28495 RINT PLUS AIR MATTRESS - interchangeable cells
Rint Plus Mattress is made of a strong and soft PVC, realized with 17 big interchangeable bars. The integrated CPR function (Cardio Pulmonary Reanimation) allows the immediate emptying of the 17 bars. Supplied with bi-elastic, liquid proof and permeable to water-steam cover.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS MATTRESS - 28495
- Total size: 195x85x10.5 cm
- Inflatable size: 170x90 cm
- PVC thickness: 0.4 mm
- Number of elements: 17
- Suitable for persons up to: 120 kg

• 28497 COVER - spare for 28495

• 28494 INTERCHANGEABLE CELL - spare for 28495

• 28498 COVER - spare for 28495

• 28499 RINT PLUS PUMP SYSTEM - with pressure adjustment
Made of stiff and strong ABS with control handle for easy pressure regulation. Air amount is adjustable to suit patient weight from 40 to 90 kg (28492) or 120 kg (28495). The mattress should inflate totally in about 20 minutes. Air output 2.5 l/min. Master pump can be used with bubble or interchangeable section mattress. Flame retardant PVC.

• 28481 MEMBRANE - spare for pump 28482/3

ANTI-DECUBITUS PVC WATER MATTRESS

• 28499 WATER MATTRESS
It is made in PVC with a stabilising inflatable external structure to prevent excessive water “wave motion” and of 3 independent units. The water mattress distributes the total pressure on the whole supporting surface, making this less than the average arterial pressure, avoiding the exposure of the skin to pressure risk. Easy to use, it is placed over the usual mattress and it is washable. It is sold with a manual pump, 2 disinfectants and an inflation tube.
- Size: 190x85 cm
- Weight: 4 kg
- PVC thickness 0.4 mm

PVC WATER MATTRESSES

• 28502 VALUE PVC WATER MATTRESS
It helps movement and distributes pressure on the whole supporting surface. Double sealed seams provide maximum strength and durability. Highly resistant PVC material construction easy to clean with any mild detergent.
- Air frame + 3 water elements
- Supplied with hand pump and hose.

• 28507 SHAMPOO BASIN
Inflatable shampoo basin ideal for personal in-bed hair care needs. It supports the head, neck and shoulders during shampooing.
- A 20 cm deep basin helps prevent splashing. Drain hose efficiently removes water and foam. Supplied with water bag with shower head in clip.
- Size: 53x61x20 cm
- Capacity: 10 l
- 28509 WATER BAG - spare

• 28509 WATER BAG - spare

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS MATTRESS - 28492
- PVC thickness: 0.4 mm
- Suitable for persons up to: 90 kg

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR MASTER PUMP - RINT PLUS PUMP
- Size: 315x150x120 mm
- Power Consumption: 8 W
- Operating voltage: 230 V - 50 Hz
- Working pressure: 30-120 mm/Hg
- Regulations: IEC-601-1 class II Type B CLASS II

Thanks to height of cells, Rint Plus can be used also with medium risk patients.